RF Deployments Made Easy
Millennium Technologies specializes in deployment of RF infrastructures.
We offer complete remote site planning and installation. Site services
include routers, switches, cabling, power systems, scanners, RF
infrastructures, and LAN/WAN design and installation (wired or wireless).

Outdoor WIFI Solutions
Millennium Technologies can give you WIFI outdoor coverage.
We have solutions that can effectively cover “Hundreds of Acres” in
an outdoor environment without needing hundreds of access points.
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“Processing and Distribution Services, Incorporated (PDSI) has
worked with Millennium Technologies for four years now, and in
that time PDSI has found the customer service, technical
support and overall service to be excellent. PDSI’s needs have
been met in every situation, and Millennium Technologies’
response time has always been prompt. It is the opinion of PDSI
that Millennium Technologies is a premier performer in their
chosen field of expertise and PDSI would enthusiastically
recommend Millennium Technologies to any institution in
need of technical support services.”
Salvador J Perez - IT Manager, PDSI, Santa Fe Springs, CA.

Wide Area (WAN) Deployments
Millennium Technologies offers “best of breed” wide area solutions from
Motorola, Intermec, Panasonic, and Psion Teklogix. Let us help you
select and implement a wide area data collection solution.

Bar Coding Made Easy
We are your expert resource for the design and creation of bar
codes and compliance labels, including RFID compliance. We can
help you select the correct bar code printers and the correct
scanners that will fit your needs and make your
operations run smoothly.
“Millennium Technologies has always provided
excellent product lines along with world class
technical support. They really know IT and have
always gone above and beyond to make things
happen and get the job done right the first time.”
Terry Payne - Network Technology Manager,
Hayward Industries, Inc, Clemmons, NC.

“In a business world where everyone including suppliers
should add value, Millennium has always been able to
keep Coleman Cable’s business interests in mind when
offering value add technical solutions.”
Mark Andrews - CIO, Coleman Cable Corporation,
Waukegan, IL.

Elimination of Chargebacks
Millennium Technologies can show you how to eliminate chargebacks by
utilizing Online Validation (ODV). With ODV as an option, you can
increase your bottom line.

Professional Services
Millennium Technologies is your source for complete wired or wireless infrastructure
design, installation, and implementation. We can install your RF Infrastructure from
start to finish, beginning with a comprehensive and documented site survey, installation
of the backbone, configuration and installation of all controllers, access points and
antennas.
We will perform all services required anywhere in the USA including expert project
management to ensure that your site is fully up and operational by your deadline. At
completion of the project, we will provide complete documentation, both hard copy and
electronic, of your RF infrastructure including all IP addresses of hand held units, and
access points. Once your installation is complete, you can rely on us to set up
maintenance contracts on all equipment, and we will keep track of your annual contract
renewals every year going forward on a “by serial number” basis. You will never need
to worry about a unit not being covered or a contract lapsing.

Librestream Onsight Solutions
“This Changes Everything”
Let us show you how to leverage Librestream Onsight
products and software to avoid costly travel. By
utilizing mobile video and VOIP in a single device, your
experts can speak and collaborate with personnel in
other facilities without ever leaving their desks.
“Air Cruisers has purchased the Librestream Mobile Collaboration System from Millennium Technologies. To my
delight the system has performed exactly as expected. Our engineers are able to troubleshoot live with our
factories, making problem resolution simple and cost effective. In the past, I would have to send our experts to
other locations causing delays in production. Today, using the Librestream System, it is as simple as having our
subject matter experts viewing the problem live in front of their computer and communicating back instantly, to
resolve the problem. The system has paid for itself in a short period of time.”
Neil Cavaleri - Vice President of Manufacturing,
AIR CRUISERS AEROSAFETY SYSTEMS & TECHNOLOGY - Zodiac Aerospace, Wall, NJ.

RFID Compliance
Millennium RFID Solutions is the answer to your RFID
needs. We can prepare your distribution center for EPC compliance now. Millennium
RFID Solutions provides the initial site survey, award winning RFID Gen 2 readers,
controllers, and printers, and finally, we incorporate our RFIDit middleware package to
complete your solution.
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